
 

 

Reality 
 
The dishonesty of photography is that it pretends. As if we are seeing through a window. Because 
the image appears as though we witnessed it. But we did not. The view is limited. We see what we 
are told. What the camera sees.  
 
It is easier to maintain the illusion with a photograph than with a painting. We know that a painting 
was a setup. That it took time. That the color had to be mixed, the scene created. The photograph is 
different. Because the image is manufacturing authenticity. 
 
But the image is only the representation. Just as the word “word” is the representation of a word. 
Words take on the shape of the writer. They pretend to be genuine. Just as the image appears to be a 
reflection, so does the word. The authenticity of what is written. The permanence of print. But the 
word is only the representation of 



 

 

Starry Night 
 
1. 
Holding on 
to sanity  
in patterns  
of motion.  
 
2. 
Perhaps death 
is not  
the hardest thing. 
 
3. 
Black dots and starry visions.  
Or is it starry dots and black visions?  
It’s hard to tell on a t-shirt. 
 
4. 
We take death 
to reach a star. 
 
5. 
What becomes  
of the mind  
in brushstrokes  
and paint. 
 
6. 
Refuge 
in which to 
recover and regain 
peace of mind 
and self-composure. 
 
7.  
Towering over normalcy.  
Close enough 
to touch. 
 
8.  
Making the point – 
dead painters are only 
of indirect interest –  
from the monetary point of view. 
 
9.  
As though looking  



 

 

at the moon 
under water. 
 
10.  
The illumination 
and fireworks 
were postponed 
because of bad weather. 
 
11.  
It is easy to forget 
the art(ist) 
behind the mug. 
 
12.  
Madness is salutary for this,  
that one becomes perhaps less exclusive. 
 



 

 

 
Minimalism (According to Robert Morris) 
 
Maximum resistance 
to perpetual  
separation. 
 
Indeterminacy of 
arrangement of 
parts. 
 
Literal aspect of  
the physical existence of  
the thing.



 

 

Canvas Reluctant to Become Portrait of Madame X 
(after Lynn Thompson) 

 
 
Because she is only known by a letter, because she becomes yours. At your request, she makes you 
wait. The French have that je ne sais quoi and joie de vivre. But she is American. First sittings must be 
uncomfortable. Who am I today? She doesn’t sit, but drapes. Curves and loops in graphite lines. The 
sketch, the essence. She’s softer in pencil. As though you’ve dusted her in lavender powder. 
Watercolor doesn’t fit her. It dulls. Taut, stretched cloth. Oil on canvas. Somehow, in color, she 
becomes the unclean thing. Tint, dye, stain. She plays the muse for you. You paint her greater, deeper.  
A bold stroke of black. Which is more truthful, the pencil or the paint? 



 

 

Wrath, In Two Acts 
 
Curses have a way of backfiring. She did not think about this as she 
fixed her face in age. It wasn’t so much a curse as it was a wish, 
anyway. The girl would not suspect the old woman with her laces 
bound. To asphyxiate. 
 
A second attempt proved equally fatal. Just not for the girl. She 
found her strength in poison. A comb not to untangle, but maim. 
There’s stillness in anger. It soothes. It reassures us that we are 
righteous, even when we’re not. A curse is a prayer for the wicked. 


